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Quantum-size effects in ultrathin Ag films on V„001…:
Electronic structure and photoelectron spectroscopy
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First-principles calculations are performed to investigate in detail the electronic structure of ultrathin Ag
films deposited on V~001!. Quantum-well states in the Ag films show the typical dispersion with film thickness,
but their spectral densities differ significantly from those of model systems.Ab initio calculations for several
systems~bulk, surfaces, interfaces, and thin films! reveal as origins band-structure effects and hybridization
between Ag and V states. Quantization effects show up as intensity oscillations in the constant-initial-state
mode of photoelectron spectroscopy. Earlier experimental investigations, which reported inconsistencies with
typical manifestations of quantization effects, are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum-well ~QW! states play an important role i
many aspects of condensed matter physics; to name just
interlayer exchange coupling1,2 and the onset of magnetism
in ultrathin films3,4 ~experimentally, a quantum well is rea
ized as a film grown on a substrate!. Their properties are
therefore investigated both experimentally and theoretic
with great effort and success. Theoretically, basic proper
of spatially confined electrons can be obtained by model
culations that are based either on the free-electron picture5 or
on tight-binding models6,7 ~for books and reviews, see Ref
8–11!. In particular, tight-binding models revealed and e
plained manifestations of the electron’s spatial confinem
in angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy~PES!: a weak-
ening of the wave vector conservation with decreasing fi
thickness, and pronounced oscillations with film thickne
and with photon energy~for experiments, see Refs. 12–15!.7

For prototypical systems such as Cu/Co~001!, Co/Cu~001!,
and Ag/Fe~001! ~for selected publications, see Refs. 16–2!,
the ‘‘fingerprints’’ of QW states could be well observed a
the experimental findings could almost perfectly be e
plained by model calculations.

Whereas surfaces and films of late transition me
~TM’s! ~e.g., Fe, Co, Ni, Ru, Rh, and Pd! and of noble metals
~e.g., Cu, Ag, and Au! are well understood, the early TM’
~e.g., V, Cr, and W! show a more unexpected and less und
stood behavior. For example, theoretical calculations p
dicted a magnetic V~001! surface, depending on the unde
lying assumptions ~e.g., surface-layer relaxation an
exchange-correlation potential; see, for example, Refs.
27; for experiments, see Ref. 28!. Further, surface alloys o
early and late TM’s can become magnetic, although th
bulk and surfaces are not.29 Silver films on V~001! are par-
ticularly interesting systems concerning electron-phon
coupling30 and thin-film magnetism.31,32 A violation of
0163-1829/2002/66~16!/165435~11!/$20.00 66 1654
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Hund’s third rule was recently reported for thin W layers
Fe/W multilayers.33 These are only a few indications tha
surfaces of early TM’s behave rather differently as compa
to late TMs. Hence it was not too surprising that recent P
experiments on QW states in Ag/V~001! found features in
the spectra that could not be explained by mo
calculations.34–36 That is, intensity oscillations with photon
energier of some of the QW states behaved differently t
expected.

We performed a detailed theoretical investigation to u
derstand the properties of Ag films on V~001!, the results of
which are presented in this paper. Based on first-princip
calculations, the paper addresses both electronic struc
and photoemission, the latter with the aim to understand
aforementioned PES experiments. This paper is organize
follows. Computational aspects are addressed in Sec. II. S
sequently, the results of the electronic structure~Sec. III A!
and the photoemission calculations~Sec. III B! are presented
and discussed. Concluding remarks are given in Sec. IV.

II. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS

A. Ab initio calculations

The results presented in the forthcoming sections w
obtained within the frameworks of the scalar-relativis
linearized-muffin-tin-orbital ~LMTO! and layer-Korringa-
Kohn-Rostoker~LKKR ! methods. Self-consistent calcula
tions were performed for bulk systems, semi-infinite syste
@Ag~001!, V~001! covered by up to 10 ML of Ag#, and a
Ag~001!/V~001! interface. We applied the local-density a
proximation with von Barth-Hedin37 ~LMTO! and
Perdew-Wang38 ~LKKR ! exchange-correlation potentials o
density-functional theory. The bulk-band structuresE(kW ) of
Ag and V ~by the LMTO! method as well as spectral dens
ties ~SDs, by the LKKR method! resolved with respect to
©2002 The American Physical Society35-1
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layer, in-plane wave vectorkW i , and group representatio
were computed for the characterization of the electro
structures. The maximum angular momentum chosen
l max53. More details on our computational method can
found in Refs. 39 and 40.

For all systems studied in this paper, vanadium layers
labeled by seminegative integers (2`, . . . ,22,21,0), the
outermost surface or interface layer with index 0 and a b
layer with index2`. Silver layers are indexed by positiv
integers, with a bulk layer labeled̀. To be in agreemen
with previous works on surfaces, the conventional nomen
ture S, S–1, S–2, etc., for surface layers andB for bulk
layers is given in addition.

Vanadium occurs in a body-centered-cubic~bcc! lattice
with first-nearest-neighbor distance of 5.707a0 ~Bohr radii!,
whereas Ag crystallizes in a face-centered-cubic~fcc! lattice
with 1NN distance of 5.465a0. Silver grows pseudomorphi
cally on V, i.e., the first Ag layer occupies bcc sites~Fig. 1!.34

Therefore, the Ag-Ag distance has to be increased by 4
with respect to its bulk value. This in-plane stretching resu
in a reduced interlayer distance, i.e., a face-cente
tetragonal~fct! distortion, because the volume of the thre
dimensional unit cell of Ag is conserved to a first appro
mation. We assumed that the distances between all V la
were given by the bulk value of 2.854a0. For all thicknesses
of the Ag films, the distance from the last V layer~with label

FIG. 1. Schematic geometry of 3 ML Ag on V~001!. Vanadium
~light gray, bottom! forms a bcc lattice, whereas silver~dark gray,
top! grows pseudomorphically but tetragonally distorted on V. T
fct unit cell of Ag is rotated by 45° with respect to the V lattice~cf.
the transparent polyhedra!. The X, Y, and Z axes are along the
@100#, @010#, and@001# directions of the V lattice, respectively.
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0) to the first Ag layer~label 1) was 3.289a0, that between
the first and the second Ag layer~label 2) 3.667a0, and those
between all subsequent Ag layer 3.701a0 ~the fcc bulk value
3.864a0).34 Our choice of Wigner-Seitz radii reflected the
structural aspects. That is, we took 2.88a0 for the V radii at
the interface, and 2.81a0 in all other layers. The Ag radii
varied from 3.00a0 at the interface to 3.06a0 in the bulk.

Quantum-well states in the Ag film were identified wi
help of the spectral densities~SD’s!. These states show siz
able spectral weight in the whole film and decreasing wei
towards the bulk. In contrast, surface~interface! states ex-
hibit a large spectral weight only at the surface~interface!
layers that decreases exponentially toward the bulk~the bulk
and the film!. Another indication for a surface or an interfac
state is that its energy does not change significantly if
number of Ag layers of a comparably thick film is increase
The energy of a QW state, however, will change rath
strongly because it is derived from the dispersive Agsp
band.

Finally, we briefly address the dependence of the w
function on film thickness. The work function for uncovere
V~001! ~4.56 eV! is drastically increased upon adding 1 M
of Ag ~5.72 eV! and drops slightly for 2 ML~5.44 eV!. For
larger thicknesses, it oscillates around the value for se
infinite Ag~001! ~5.02 eV!.

B. Photoelectron spectroscopy

Photoemission intensities were calculated according to
multiple-scattering formulation~the LKKR method! of the
one-step model of PES~for details, see Refs. 41 and 42!.

For the analysis of QW states, the constant-initial-st
~CIS! mode of photoemission is very well suited. In th
mode, the fixed initial-state energy is chosen as that of
electronic state of interest while the photon energy is vari
The comparison of theoretical CIS spectra from differe
QW states may be complicated by the fact that the lifetim
of the quasiparticles~photoelectron and photohole! decrease
when moving in energy away fromEF . If large enough, this
energy-dependent broadening of the intensity maxima m
prevent the observation of trends in the photoemission in
sities. This problem can be overcome in theory by delib
ately choosing energy-independent lifetimes. Experimen
data for Ag/Fe~001! ~Ref. 22! proved Fermi-liquid behavior
with inverse lifetimes of about 0.027 eV atEF and about
0.13 eV at22.0 eV. Hence we derived 0.1 eV as the a
proximate mean value for the inverse lifetime of the pho
hole in thesp-band range. For the inverse lifetime of th
photoelectron we chose 2.0 eV, a reasonable value in
range of kinetic energies up to 35 eV.

In this paper, we are concerned with QW states belong
to the D1 representation. According to the dipole selecti
rules, these states can be excited only by the componen
the electric-field vectorEW of the incoming light that is nor-
mal to the surface.43 Therefore, we have chosen linearly p
larized light withEW }(0,0,1). Note that all intensities show
in this paper stem exclusively from QW states because of
dipole selection rules and theD1 band gap in V.
5-2
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Electronic structure

To understand the electronic structures of ultrathin fil
deposited on a substrate, one has to understand first th
spective bulk electronic structures. It is further helpful
investigate some asymptotic cases. The V~001! surface rep-
resents the uncovered system. The surface side of a thic
Ag films leads to the Ag~001! surface as a limiting system
whereas its interface side is represented by an interface
tween semi-infinite V~001! and fct Ag~001!. In other words,
we used the theoreticians ‘‘box of bricks’’ for achieving d
tailed informations.

1. Bulk electronic structures

First, we turn to the band structures of bcc V and fct A
for Ḡ, that is, along@001# in the bulk (kW i50, the in-plane
wave vector relevant for photoemission normal to the s
face!. The d bands of the early TM vanadium are almo
completely unoccupied~atomic configuration 3d34s2) and
therefore lie mostly above the Fermi levelEF @taken as
0 eV; Fig. 2~a!#. Only a D2 band crossesEF . A gap in the
D1 bands extends from22.45 up to 2.29 eV~cf. the gray
areas!.

The noble metal Ag has filledd bands that lie more than
2.5 eV belowEF ~atomic configuration 4d105s1). The Fermi
level is crossed by thesp band which belongs to theD1
representation@Fig. 2~b!#. Note that all bands of fct Ag show
an increased dispersion compared to fcc Ag due to the
creased interlayer distance.

2. Surface electronic structures

Next, the electronic structures of semi-infinite V~001! and
fct Ag~001! are briefly addressed, with a focus on theD1

FIG. 2. Bulk-band structures of~a! bcc V and~b! fct Ag for

wave vectors along@001# (D), i.e., normal to the layers atḠ (kW i
50). Some bands are labeled by their group representation. G
areas indicate theD1 band gap of V. The Fermi levels are indicate
by horizontal dotted lines~at 0 eV).
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states. For V~001!, a strongD1 surface state in layer 0~la-
beledS in alternative nomenclature! shows up at20.3 eV
(S1 in Fig. 3!. The sensitivity of this surface state to tem
perature, preparation conditions, and defect concentra
was investigated using both conventional PES and inve
PES by Pervanet al.44 ~also see Ref. 28!. Recent experi-
ments using scanning tunneling spectroscopy confirm
these findings.45 Further, Vallaet al. observed a complete
destruction of the PES intensity upon adding 1 ML of A
~see Fig. 3 in Ref. 34!. This behavior is consistent with ou
calculations for Ag/V~001!. The strong sensitivity ofS1 to
the boundary conditions is corroborated by its spec
weight almost completely located at the outermost vanad
layer 0 (S). In agreement with other theoretical work,
strong peak labeledS2 occurs 0.3 eV aboveEF , with the
largest spectral weight in layer21 (S–1). This maximum
was considered responsible for the surface be
paramagnetic.24 However, recent theoretical work25,26 shows
that the magnetism of the V surface depends strongly on
assumed interlayer distances and on the choice of the
proximation for the exchange-correlation potential~local
spin-density approximation, generalized gradient approxim
tion; for a topical review, see Ref. 46!. Taking bulk interlayer
distances and the local spin-density approximation, we
not find a magnetic surface in a spin-polarized calculation
accordance with other work.27

As the first asymptotic case of very thick Ag films, th
surface electronic structure of fct Ag~001! is shown in Fig. 4.

ay

FIG. 3. Electronic structure of the V~001! surface atḠ. The
spectral densities of the surface layers 0,21, and22, as well as
of a bulk layer2` ~with alternative nomenclature given in brack
ets!, are resolved with respect to the group representation:D1, solid
lines, others, dashed lines.S1 and S2 denote surface states. Gra
areas indicate theD1 band gap of V@cf. Fig. 2~a!#. The Fermi
energy is marked by the vertical dotted line.
5-3
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In the d-band range, there are two distinctD1 maxima at
25.3 and23.6 eV, respectively, at the outermost surfa
layer 1 (S). More important for this work is that there are n
surface states in theD1 band gap of V. Hence the QW state
of thick films ~where the influence of the substrate becom
small! are not expected to be ‘‘contaminated’’ by surfa
states.

3. Interface electronic structures

We now focus on an interface between semi-infinite b
V~001! and fct Ag~001!, the second asymptotic case for ve
thick films. The layer-resolved charge differencesDQl

5Ql
mt2Ql

at, i.e., the difference of the muffin-tin chargeQl
mt

and the atomic chargeQl
at (23e for V, 47e for Ag! at layerl,

are shown in Fig. 5. The region of charge redistribution
tends from V layer22 to Ag layer 4, i.e., over a range o
seven layers. The most pronounced feature is a strong

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but for the fct Ag~001! surface.

FIG. 5. Charge redistribution at an interface between se
infinite bcc V~001! and fct Ag~001!. The charge differencesDQl

~see the text! are plotted vs layerl. The gray area visualizes the
substrate.
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crease of about 0.2e at the outermost Ag layer 1. This cha
is mostly transferred to the adjacent V layers (21 and 0),
each of which shows an increase of about 0.1e. It is worth
mentioning that we find almost identical charge transfers
Ag films of finite thicknesses, except for the 1-ML film. Fo
the latter system, the charge of layer 1 is increased by ab
0.3e, as it is for all surface layers of the thicker films. W
would like to mention that the layer-resolved charge profi
can to a good approximation be regarded as superposition
two individual profiles: that of the Ag~001! surface and that
of the V~001!/Ag~001! interface ~for superpositions of
magnetic-moment and of anisotropy-energy profiles, see
47!. Obviously, these superpositions do not work for films
few ML thick. In summary, the charge redistribution at th
interface layers evidences hybridization between V and A

A question arises whether the charge transfer has sig
cant influence on the SD atḠ, in particular, concerningD1
states. Therefore, the SD of the V~001!/Ag~001! interface,
resolved with respect to group representation and laye
shown in Fig. 6. Comparing the SD of the V~001! surface
with that of the V layers at the V/Ag interface, one observ
that the surface stateS1 ~Fig. 3! is missing at the interface
Instead one finds a broad distribution of spectral wei
within the D1 band gap~black areas at the V layers!. This is
of course most significant at layer 0 because the associ
electronic states are pinned at the interface due to theD1
band gap. A closer analysis reveals that most contribution
this broad distribution stem fromd states. Hence, we ar
dealing with a hybridization of Agsp states with Vd states.
This finding is consistent with the enhancement of the eff
tive mass in thekW i dispersion of the QW state energies34

Finally, the spectral weights of the other group represen
tions do not differ significantly from those at the V~001!
surface.

Comparing the SD at the Ag~001! surface@layer 1 ~S! in
Fig. 4# with that of the Ag layer 1 adjacent to the interfac
one finds that the strong maximum at about23 eV has dis-
appeared. Due to the change of boundary conditions~i.e., the
surface barrier is replaced by semi-infinite V!, two strong
interface states show up at24.65 and24.12 eV, respec-
tively. Further, theD1 surface state at23.6 eV has disap-
peared and there are no pronounced Ag states within
D1-band gap. These findings are consistent with the cha
reduction at this layer as discussed before~note that SD’s are
kW i resolved, whereas charges arekW i-integrated quantities!.

To summarize, we conclude that there is a sizable hyb
ization between Agsp states and Vd states, accompanied b
a transfer of charge from Ag to V and a transfer of spec
weight from the Agd-band range into theD1 band gap. As
we will see in the following, this hybridization has a pro
nounced effect on the QW states.

4. Quantum-well states

Before discussing the QW states in Ag films on V~001!,
we first outline a simple picture of QW state formation. T
D1 band gap of V prevents thesp electrons of Ag in this
energy range from penetrating into the V substrate. This s
tial confinement results in quantum-well states belonging

i-
5-4
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QUANTUM-SIZE EFFECTS IN ULTRATHIN Ag FILMS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 165435 ~2002!
the D1 representation. According to the interferometer p
ture, the occurrence of a QW state requires constructive
terference. Hence the phase shift accumulated during a c
plete round-trip has to obey the so-called round-trip criteri
Fs1F i12Fd52pm, wherem is an integer, andFs andF i
are the phase shifts due to reflection at the surface and a
film–substrate interface, respectively. The phaseFd is due to
propagation from one boundary to the other and can be
pressed ask'Nd0 ~for kW i50), whereN is the film thickness

FIG. 6. Electronic structure of an interface between semi-infin

bcc V~001! and fct Ag~001! at Ḡ. The spectral density of four layer
adjacent to the interface~V, bottom, Ag, top; with the layer index
given in the middle! is resolved with respect to the group represe
tation: D1, solid lines, others, dashed lines. Gray areas depict
D1-band gap of V@see Fig. 2~a!#. Black areas in the V layers indi
cate spectral weight in theD1-band gap~see the text!. The Fermi
energy is given by the vertical dotted line.
16543
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~in ML ! and d0 is the interlayer distance. Therefore, ea
QW state can be labeled byNm . An alternative nomenclature
is obtained by translatingNm into :(N2m11)m11, where
:( i ) is the i th lowercase letter of the Latin alphabet.21,34,48

As an example, quantum-well states 10 and 52 are namedb1
and d3, respectively. To be consistent with previous wor
the latter nomenclature is used in this paper. Further, we
the set of all QW states with the same letter: a ‘‘family’’
$:% ~for sketches of the wavefunctions associated with
QW states, see Fig. 2 in Ref. 35!.

The energies of QW states versus film thickness
shown in Fig. 7. The dispersion of each family can be
garded as typical since it has been found in other system
well as in model calculations. The families approach the
per band edge of the Agsp band (2.78 eV; cf. Fig. 2! with
increasing film thickness, but the respective states bec
resonant with VD1 states, i.e., they lie within the upper gra
area. This feature is clearly visible in the layer-resolved sp
tral densities~see below!. The experimental data~empty
squares; taken from Ref. 34! agree nicely with our theoretica
results. The largest deviation in energy is about 0.1 eV
can, for example, be attributed to the assumed tetrag
distortion in the Ag films. Note that we assumed the fct d
tortion being independent of the film thickness.

Concerning the dispersion with film thickness, our resu
agree nicely with other theoretical ones~empty circles in Fig.
7; for details, see Refs. 21 and 34! but lie slightly higher in
energy. In particular, QW stateb3 is clearly aboveEF ,
which is in agreement with experiment. Milun and cowor
ers found a shoulder in the 3-ML photoemission intensit

e

-
e

FIG. 7. Energies of quantum-well states~filled circles! at Ḡ vs
the Ag film thickness. The quantum-well states are labeled acc
ing to the nomenclature introduced in Sec. III A 4. Eye-guidi
lines connect energies that belong to the same family of QW st
($a%, $b%, . . . , asdenoted on the right!. Gray areas indicate the
D1-band gap of the bulk-band structure of V~cf. Fig. 2!. Data taken
from Ref. 34 are given by empty circles~theory! and squares~ex-
periment!. The Fermi energy is given by the dotted line.
5-5
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that apparently belonged to a maximum aboveEF but was
cut off by the Fermi-Dirac distribution~cf. Fig. 4 in Ref. 35!.

Next, the oscillatory behavior of the QW states at a fix
film thickness is briefly addressed. As an example, consid
Ag film eight layers thick~Fig. 8!. The statea9 at 2.29 eV is
almost resonant with the V states and shows minor spe
weight in the Ag film. The strictly confined QW statese5 ,
d6 , c7, and b8 have energies of22.23, 21.02, 0.38, and
1.53 eV, respectively. Hence, one expects an increa
number of nodes frome5 (m54) towardb8 (m57). Note
that QW states with less nodes cannot show up because
is spatial confinement only at energies within theD1 band
gap. It is hardly possible to observe directly the number
nodes in the layer-resolved SD’s: In the KKR method, t
SD contains averaging over the muffin-tin spheres and, t
oscillations with wavelengths shorter than 2 ML will sho
up with an longer effective wavelength. This is easily und
stood as an aliasing effect due to the discrete sampling.
ure 9 shows wave functions and layer-averaged SD’s of Q
states of a one-dimensional potential well with hard wa
~which can be solved analytically!. One clearly sees how th
rapid oscillations in the wavefunctions of QW states with
large number of nodesm are obscured due to the discre
presentation in terms of SD’s. Therefore, the SD’s for Ag
behave opposite than expected:b8 shows the least oscilla
tions, e5 the most~cf. the arrows in Fig. 8!. This result is
consistent with analytical model calculations for a poten
well with infinitely high barriers andN layers of thickness:
The layer-averaged SDs of QW states with four, five, and
nodes of a 8-ML QW compare well with those ofc5 , d6, and

FIG. 8. Oscillatory behavior of quantum-well~QW! states for an
8-ML Ag film on V~001!. The layer-resolved spectral densities~the

QW state given on the left! at Ḡ are shifted for clarity, with the
respective abscissae indicated by dotted lines. The gray area
alizes the V substrate layers, arrows mark distinct minima.
16543
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b8, with obvious deviations due to the surface and interfa
Hence we regard the minima in Fig. 8 as manifestations
the QW states’ nodal structures.

Another aspect to be discussed is the confinement of
QW states. For quantum-well states close in energy to
lower boundary of theD1 band gap at22.56 eV, e.g.,d3,
the confinement to the Ag films is rather weak~Fig. 10!. This
is apparent from comparing the SD at V layers of QW st
d3 with those of the other members of$d%. The latter show a
typical exponential decay towards the V bulk~i.e., a strict
confinement to the film!, whereas the former shows distin
oscillations in the V layers~i.e., weak confinement!. This
behavior can be explained by the complex bulk-band str
ture of V @Figs. 11~a! and 11~b!#. The energetically lowerD1
band of V shows a maximum at two-thirds ofG –D –H on the
real k'-axis @panel ~b!#. This k' point is connected by a
complex band of the third kind to another extremum in t
real band structure at a higher energy~we follow the nomen-
clature of complex bands introduced by Chang49!. Therefore,
the imaginary part of this complex band increases with
ergy @panel~a!#. Its real part, however, remains almost co
stant in a sizable energy range. The corresponding electr
states in V decay toward the bulk@due to the finite Im(k')]

su-

FIG. 9. One-dimensional potential well with infinite barriers a
8-ML width. The wave functions of QW statesNm with N58 and
m50, . . . ,7 ~as indicated on the left! are represented by solid line
and are evenly shifted for clarity~the respective zero amplitudes a
given by dotted lines!. The spectral densities are averaged over
individual layers~filled circles; upper abscissa and right ordinate!.
5-6
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but show oscillations@due to the finite Re(k')]. Now con-
sider two QW states labeledq1 and q2 in Fig. 11~c!, with
QW stateq1 lying energetically closer to the lower bounda
of theD1 band gap. The wave functions of the QW states c
be derived in first approximation from the respective bu
states at the relevant energies, i.e., they can be describe

FIG. 10. Confinement of quantum-well~QW! states. The layer-
resolved spectral densities of QW state family$d% ~as indicated on

the left! at Ḡ are shifted for clarity, with the respective absciss
indicated by dotted lines. The gray area visualizes the V subs
layers.

FIG. 11. Scheme of quantum-well~QW! state formation in fct-

Ag/V~001! at Ḡ (kW i50). TheD1 band of Ag~c! gives rise to three
QW states (q1 , q2, and q3, filled circles! with energies in the
D1-band gap of V~gray areas!. The Ag band at the energy of QW
stateq1 has roughly the same Re(k') as the complex V band@sche-
matically depicted in the left panels~a! and~b!#. Further, the small
Im(k') results in weak confinement of this QW state to the Ag fil
Only D1 bands are shown.
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the real wavenumberk' . Evidently, k' of q1 is closer to
Re(k') of the complex V band thank' of q2. And Im(k') is
smaller forq1 than forq2. Thus the wave function ofq1 is
expected to match better to that in the V layers than tha
q2. This explains eventually the weak confinement ofq1 and
the more strict confinement ofq2. We note in passing that a
similar behavior is found for family$a% which becomes reso
nant with V states with increasing film thickness~cf. a9 in
Fig. 8!.

A strong enhancement of the SD at the outermost V la
0 is present in all families, most pronounced in family$b%
~cf. b8 in Fig. 8!. As is evident from our considerations fo
the interface electronic structure, this increase results fr
the hybridization of Ag-sp with V-d states. Hence the
quantum-well states extend about 1–2 ML into the V su
strate. Because the Ag-induced spectral weight in laye
spans the wholeD1 band gap, the enhancement is observ
for almost all QW states, an exception being those ly
energetically close to the band edges~e.g.,d3 anda11). Note
that this enhancement at the interface is missing, for
ample, in Cu/Co systems.

One could speculate on a possible alloying at the Ag
interface. Such a disorder effect would significantly chan
the reflection properties of the interface~in comparison to an
abrupt interface! and, according to the round-trip criterion
would result in energy shifts of the QW states. However,
good agreement of the theoretical binding energies with
experimental ones~Fig. 7! suggests that alloying at the inte
face is rather unlikely.

Summarizing, the energies of the QW states show
typical and expected behavior. However, the layer-resol
SD’s reveal considerable band-structure effects and a st
hybridization between Ag and V. Note that, in particular, t
latter effect is usually ignored in model calculations and w
for example, not observed in Cu films on Co~001!.

B. Photoelectron spectroscopy

1. Quantization effects

Model calculations for photoemission from QW states
vealed pronounced ‘‘fingerprints’’ of the QW initial states
the spectra: a weakening of the wave vector conserva
with decreasing film thickness and pronounced oscillatio
with film thickness as well as with photon energy.7Ab initio
photoemission calculations for the prototypical system C
Co~001! confirmed these results: Oscillations in the C
spectra from QW states could be directly attributed to
spatial confinement of the initial state.7,50 In the following
analysis, we first focus on spectra within a family of Q
states~e.g., family $d%) in which both binding energy and
film thickness vary. Second, for fixed film thickness, we i
vestigate spectra from different QW states. Third, film thic
ness effects show up in spectra of QW states with alm
identical binding energy~e.g.,c3 , d5, ande7).

It appears helpful to consider as references CIS spe
for semi-infinite fct Ag~001! recorded for the binding ener
gies of the QW states~dashed lines in Fig. 12!. Concentrat-
ing on family$d%, one notices a striking similarity to spectr
for Cu~001! ~see Fig. 7 in Ref. 7!, not too surprising a coin-

te
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cidence since Cu and Ag are isoelectronic. Further, a p
nounced maximum at 12.3 eV photon energy ford3 dis-
perses down to 6.0 eV ford8. This maximum is due to a
direct transition from thesp-band into the ‘‘free-electron-
like’’ final-state band. The largest intensity occurs in spec
for initial-state energies of about20.6 eV ~cf. d7, with an
initial energy of20.62 eV). Comparing the dispersion wit
experimental data~e.g., Fig. 8 in Ref. 35!, the maxima in
experiment occur at slightly higher photon energies th
their theoretical counterparts. This shift is also observed
other systems and can be attributed to the real part of
photoelectron’s self-energy~a decrease of the real part of th
inner potential with kinetic energy!. Besides the main maxi
mum, much smaller maxima show up due to excitations i
other final states.

Quantum-well states allow a for band-structure deter
nation ~‘‘band mapping’’!,48,51 if the main maximum in the
CIS spectra for a film occurs at the same photon energy a

FIG. 12. Photoemission from quantum-well~QW! state family

$d% at Ḡ (kW i50). The intensity of the constant-initial-state spec
~solid lines; as indicated on the right of each spectrum! is plotted vs
the photon energy. Spectra for semi-infinite Ag~001! with initial
energy of the respective QW states are shown in addition~dashed!.
The incoming light is linearly polarized with the electric-field ve
tor normal to the surface.
16543
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the spectra for the semi-infinite system. This was prov
again by model calculations as well as by photoemiss
calculations for Cu/Co~001!.7 For Ag/V~001!, the sharp
maximum of the QW stated8 at 6.4 eV coincides rather wel
with that of semi-infinite Ag~001! ~Fig. 12!. With decreasing
film thickness, and hence decreasing initial-state energy,
main maximum disperses to higher photon energies, but
agreement with Ag~001! gets worse. The most striking ex
ample isd3, for which the main maximum is missing. Thi
QW state is almost resonant with V states and shows a c
parably weakly structured SD~Fig. 10!. For statesd4 to d6,
the main maximum appears to be made up of two structu
This ‘‘separation’’ into two peaks was already observed
Cu/Co~001!, and could clearly be attributed to quantizatio
effects. The two subpeaks merge in the limit of infinite fil
thickness, as is corroborated by inspection of thed8 spec-
trum. However, even for a 10-ML film, the main maximu
is slightly broader than its counterpart for semi-infini
Ag~001!.

Further insight can be gained by considering spectra fr
QW states at a particular film thickness. Here we choose
strictly confined QW statese6 andd7 in the 9-ML film ~Fig.
13!. Using a logarithmic scale, the intensity oscillations b
come clearly visible: the spectra show distinct minima
about the same energy. Deviations occur at energies la
than 17 eV. Comparing the spectra with corresponding o
for semi-infinite Ag~001!, one notices a significantly sharpe
main maximum~at 0 eV! and a shorter period of the osci

FIG. 13. Constant-initial-state photoemission from quantu

well ~QW! states in 9-ML Ag/V~001! at Ḡ. ~a! Spectra for QW
statese6 andd7. ~b! Spectra for semi-infinite Ag~001! with corre-
sponding initial energies. The data normalized to maximum int
sity (I max) are shifted in energy to obtain coincident maxima~‘‘rela-
tive photon energy’’!.
5-8
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lations. Further, the intensity drops much faster with~rela-
tive! photon energy than for the Ag film. These findin
agree nicely with those for Cu/Co~001! and can therefore be
regarded as typical quantum-size effects.

To investigate the effect of increasingk' conservation
with film thickness, we consider QW states with almost ide
tical binding energy:c3 ~4 ML!, d5 ~7 ML!, ande7 ~10 ML!.
The spectral profiles are very similar and display a regu
pattern of 3-ML wavelength, in particular minima at laye
2, 5, and 8@Fig. 14~b! ~the expected numbers of nodes
the wave functions are 2, 4, and 6; the layer-averaged
of corresponding QW states in an infinitely high potent
well are in good accord with those in Fig. 14~b!#. Consider-
ing the photoemission intensities@Fig. 14~a!#, the main in-
tensity maxima occur at almost identical photon energies
all QW states~9.6 eV! and grow considerably when goin
from c3 to e7. The spatial confinement of the electrons ma
fests itself in two features. First, the width of the main ma
mum decreases with film thickness. In the limit of very thi
films, its width is obtained from the spectrum for sem
infinite Ag~001! @dashed in Fig. 14~a!#. Second, the wave
lengths of the intensity oscillations with photon energy d
crease with film thickness. In conclusion, we obse
significant fingerprints of quantization effects. Howev

FIG. 14. Constant-initial-state photoemission from quantu

well statesc3 , d5, and e7 at Ḡ ~a!. A spectrum for semi-infinite
Ag~001! with an initial energy ofe7 is shown in addition~dashed!.
Dotted lines indicate the respective zero intensity. The spectral
sities of the initial states are shown in addition~b!.
16543
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trends in the spectra are not as pronounced as for the p
typical system Cu/Co~001! ~see Fig. 8 in Ref. 7!.

To summarize, we find pronounced manifestations
quantum-size effects in the CIS spectra for strictly confin
QW states. Obvious exceptions are almost resonant s
~e.g.,d3), the spectra of which differ significantly from thos
of the confined states~as was shown for Cu/Co~001!, QW
resonances can be distinguished from QW states by t
pattern of intensity oscillations7!. With respect to prototypi-
cal systems, such as Cu/Co~001! and Ag/Fe~001!, the trends
in the spectra with film thickness and energy are not as cl

2. Comparison with experiment

Milun et al. concluded from their very elaborate expe
mental study35 ~accompanied by model photoemission calc
lations! that ‘‘the idea thatall QW state photoemission
should peak in intensity at the conditions appropriate fo
direct transition in the bulk film material at the same initi
state binding energy is not correct’’~emphasis by the au
thors!. In particular, they found intensity minima in photo
emission from the film where photoemission from sem
infinite Ag~001! produced a maximum. On the one hand, o
theoretical study corroborates the above statement. For
ample, in the CIS spectrum ford7 a significant minimum at
about 18 eV coincides with a maximum in the correspond
spectrum from Ag~001! ~Fig. 13!. On the other hand, we find
that the main maxima in photoemission from Ag~001!, which
are due to transitions into the ‘‘free-electron’’ final-sta
band, coincide with distinct maxima in photoemission fro
the Ag films~Fig. 12!. Further, both systems show the sam
trend regarding the maximum intensity. Unfortunately, t
main maxima occur at photon energies~below 14 eV! that
are not covered in Ref. 35.

Since Figs. 12–14 reveal significant differences in t
spectra for Ag/V~001! and Ag~001! regarding the intensity
structures at higher photon energies, it appears interestin
compare our theoretical results with experimental ones~Fig.
15!. As mentioned earlier~Sec. II B!, we did not optimize the
free parameters in theory and, thus, a very good agreem
with experiment cannot be expected. Further, there are i
cations that the Ag films do not grow as perfectly~roughness,
islands!,35 as assumed in theory. The structures of cor
sponding spectra as well as trends should, however, be
produced. As becomes evident on inspection of Fig. 15,
global shape of the theoretical spectra agrees rather well
that in experiment~cf. in particularb2 , c3, andc5). How-
ever, at certain photon energies significant differences oc
For example,d5 displays a maximum at 23 eV~arrow in Fig.
15! and a minimum at 26 eV in experiment, whereas the
shows the opposite behavior. A further obvious exception
b1 for the 1-ML film which in theory shows a maximum a
19 eV which is missing in experiment.

To conclude, the comparison of theory with experimen35

corroborates the statement quoted before—at least for s
tures other than the main intensity maxima. However,
draw a final conclusion, we suggest performing experime
which cover lower photon energies to address the main
tensity maxima. Further, uncertainties in both experim
~e.g., roughness, islands! and theory~e.g., values chosen fo

-

n-
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free parameters! should be overcome. Finally, it would b
helpful to consider film systems made-up of early transit
metals other than V.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Model calculations for the formation of quantum-we
states utilize either a rectangular potential well or an ato
chain of finite length, both of which show shar
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boundaries.52 The substrate is either completely neglected
taken into account in a simple manner. This results in
strong localization of the quantum-well states which ma
fests itself in pronounced and regular oscillations of t
wavefunction modulus. The prototypical systems Cu/fc
Co~001! and Ag/Fe~001! apparently fit nicely into this class
of systems and, thus, the measured photoemission intens
display prominent oscillations with film thickness and ph
ton energy. Both exhibit clear and pronounced trends in
spectra.

As evidenced by this work and recent experimen
investigations,34–36Ag/V~001! shows a twofold behavior. On
the one hand, the energies of the quantum-well states a
nicely with those expected from model calculations and
main intensity maxima of the constant-initial-state pho
emission spectra ‘‘follow’’ the bulk bands. On the oth
hand, Ag/V~001! has a comparably ‘‘soft’’ boundary at th
Ag/V interface due to hybridization. Therefore, the wav
functions of the quantum-well states extend about 1–2 lay
into the substrate. These salient features are reflected by
photoemission spectra which, for instance, show much
pronounced trends@as compared to Cu/Co~001!# and show in
some cases minor maxima~minima! where minor minima
~maxima! are expected.

In conclusion, Ag films on V~001! reveal the limits of
model calculations,11 in particular with regard to the influ-
ence of the substrate. To understand the properties of t
systems, first-principles calculations in conjunction w
photoemission calculations are necessary. We hope that
work will encourage further experimental investigations
quantum-well states in early transition-metal systems.
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